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Tapes to be accessible to hearing.impaired
All videotapes made in MnSCU system must adhere to n_
ew requirements
by Muhammad Karim

accessible fonnat for the deaf and

hearing impaired.

NEWS EDITOR

Minnesota Attorney General
Skip Humphrey has ruled the

Minnesota State Colleges and
Universities system must provide
video~taped materials in an

MnSCU is not required
to
provide captioning
for
videotapes produced prior 10
August · 1995, but they must
provide deaf students wi th a
transcript of the videotape or an

interpreter, the Attorney GeneraJ's
office said.
''This question kept popping
up," said Joe Loveland, spokesman
for the Attorney GeneraJ's office.
" We knew something had to be
done."

Loveland said the decision is

based on federa1 as well as state educatio~ instirutions must make
accommodations''
law. Both clearly stipulate · "reasonable
reasonable accommodations in for the deaf and hearing
regards to the deaf.
impaired.
The Americans with Disabilities
Act was signed into law
Go TO VIDEOTAPES, PAGE 3 •
by President George Bush in
July 1990. The act says

Strategic
Planning
Committee
defines key
themes
Five points define
future of university
by Riley Worth
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR.

The Strategic Planning Committee of
SCSU, through eight months of research and
discu~on, was able to submit a formaJ vision
for the future of the university.
"From
the ~ - - - - ~

infonnation in ouc
report the President

defined fiveoverlying

e

STRATEGIC
J /

themes," said Sue
,
Pope, a member of the
committee and a
clerica1 worker in the
computer
science·
department.
The fi ve themes are:
_
Academic distinction goes to the heart of
the university's aspirations and springs
from its long tradition of excellence. It
includes emphasizing career-focused
education with a strong liberal arts
foundation.
As a service community, SCSU will strive
to achieve a more respectful and secure
campus environment for everyone.
Students will remain first in everything.
Diversity and justice will a1low the
university to better serve the rapidlychanging world and foster a community of
people or many backgrounds and
perspectives
working
successfully
together.

fUNNffl(G

Junior Mike Hodjon, sophomore Ryan Smith and St Cloud resident Mike Silva pulled a roomate's television onto their front
steps in preparation of the NCAA Final Four basketball games Saturday. The tournament featured a game between the
Minnesota Gophers and the Kentury Wildcats. The weather proved to cooperate for the three fans. "I can't think of a better
way to watch the games; Smtth said. The Gophers lost to the Wildcats 611-78 Saturday night in Indianapolis.

Senate elections scheduled for May
by Karlee Morgan
STAFF WRITER

Tentative dates for the election
of next year's Student Government
members were discussed Thursday
night at their regular meeting in
Alwood
The application deadline may be
set for April 30. Elections would run May 6
and 7.

Go TO COMMITTEE, PAGE 5 •

I

Shane A. Opatz/A5siSTANr PHOTO F.DfTOR

"I am asking that you don't serve on the
elections committee if you are applying for a

position but you can serve on the
PR committee and help with
promotions.
Chairs should
delegate authority to your
committee to avoid conflict.·• said
Chief Justice Temke, senior.

Open gallery
The Women's Ice Hockey team asked for

16 tickets to fly to nationals. The team
was selected to go to nationals. They feel
that aJlocating money to take the trip

would help them build a good relationship
nationa1ly since they will go varsity in
four years. The decision for funding will
be determined next week.
The Society for Women Engineers are
having their eighth annual Horizons
conference to invite seventh and eighth
grade girls to campus to stimulate and
create interest in technology through
various workshops.

Go TO GOVERNMENT, PAGE 4 •
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WHAT'S

IIAPPENJNG
TODAY
'99 Cents'
8 p.m. in the Quarry. The
Spotlight Band of the week.

WEDNESDAY
Lisa Tiger
7 p.m. Kimberly Ritsche
Auditorium. Keynote speaker
for National Women's History
Month.
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Arrests, gun recovered Allen Becker to speak
following incident
on 'Energy Healing' as
outside of downtown
part of speakers series
St. Ooudbar
Three suspects were stopped and identified
after a figh1 Saturday morning, and later a loaded
gun was recovered. '
At ·1 a.m. Saturday morning, officers
observed a fight in front of the Red.Carpet Bar.
Three suspects were observed fleeing to the
west, through the park•and-shop lot by
Herberger's.
The suspects were apprehended. A half an
hour after officers apprehended the suspects.
they found a .25 caliber handgun with a bullet in
the chamber under a vehicle in the parking IOL
The Criminal Investigation Division was
notified. and invcstigar.ions are on•going.

Monticello pi,19t victim
of fatal plane crash ·

The pilOl of a single.passenger plane crashed
and died Satwday.
·
Allen Becker is a naturalist, ieacher, artis1, .
Mi lton Grinde, 52, went down near Big Lake
poet and healer who utilizes knowledge, wisdom around 12:30 p.m., and the incident was reported
and intuition.
to 91 I by several witnesses. It is being
Thursday at noon he will speak in AMC Liule investiga1ed by the sheriff's department, as well
Theaue.
as the Federal Aviation Admi(listration and the
Becker, who is from Minneapolis, has a National Transportatiori Safety Board.
Master of Arts in biology and 26 years of
ieaching experience in secondary schools.
·
He says he has expanded his vision beyond
culturally•imposed limi1ations and narrow
world•views to accept and allow alternative ·
realities. Also, he says his job is to help others
The Todd County Sheriff's Department says
4iscover and experience their fult binhright as Rickey Joe Norris, 30, of SL Joseph was dead on
humans, and to walk the medicine path.
arrival a1 Staples hospital after a one-car rollover.
Becker is the second speaker in the American
Leonard Smilh, 31, of Staples, also in the
Indian Council spring quarter series.
vehicle, was trealed and released.

St. Joseph man killed
in automobile rollover

Ninth Annual SCSU
Health Fair
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the
Atwood Ballroom.

Explore a career in
government
3 p.m. in AMC Little
Theatre

THURSDAY
'Diego Rivera' and
'Freida Kahlo' Films
·oiego Rivera" at 6 p.m.
and "Freida Kahlo" at 8 p.m.

in AMC Little Theatre. Free
with an SCSU I.D.The
movies will also be shown
Friday, Saturday and Sunday
evenings at the same times.

'Vanities' play
8 p.m. in Performing Arts

Center, the play "Vanities".lt's
also showing Fri~ay and
Saturday.

FRIDAY
Softball
SCSU at University of
Northern Iowa Tournament.
The tournament continues
Saturday and Sunday.

SATURDAY
Walker Art Museum
Trip
Visit the exhibit entitled
"No Place Like Home,"
featuring eight different
international artists and what
home means to them .
Transportation is free.

To submtt information for t1te
events calendar, mail it to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498

STATE

First year of new
C-note is
considered
successful
NOi lO say there hasn't been
attempts at counterfeiting the new
$100 bill, but the numbers have
gone down drastically since
switchover one year ago.
In the biggest documented case
to date on counterfeiting lhe new
bi ll , four men from Kingston,
Jamaica, were charged with
printing more than $10 million in
phony $ JOO bills. The four were
arres1ed by undercover Secret
Service agents on March 6 before
lhey gOI a chance to use any.
The re•design, the firsl since

& NATION

1929

was launched when
counterfeiting was perceived as a
growing
problem.
Treasury
Department officials are pushing
ahead with plans to issue a
redesigned $50 bill this fall and a
new $20 bill next year. Redesigned
$\0. $5 and SI bills will follow
soon after.

Packer's
merchandise
sales increases
dramatically
After the Packers won the Super
Bowl, Green
Bay
Packer
merchandise moved from fifth to
second place among NFL teams in
national retail sales.

To no one's surprise, the Dallas
Cowboys, America's Team, · kept
their strong hold on first place. The
Packers ranked 20lh after 1992

Debate
continues on
minimum wage
for tipped
employees
States surrounding Minnesota
have minimum wages between
$2.13 to $2.85 an hour. Meanwhile,
Minnesota legislature continues to
debate whether 10 up minimum
wage for lipped employees at lhe
same
scale as
non•lipped
employees.

A. bag wilh jus1 under a pound of
marijuana in it was found in 1he hall
adjoining the University Chronicle
office. A noie anached said, "For
Chronicle staff. Have as much fun
as yoo give us." The police took it.

CoRRECllONS
In 1he story on Chicano H.is1ory
· Month on page one of the March 28
issue, the following inforynation
was inaccurate:
Emma Loz.ano's last name was
spelled incorrectly.
Lozano's presentation is at I
p.m. Friday in lhe Atwood Little
Theatre.
·
MEChA
member · Maura
Colon's name was spelled
incorrectly.
La Raza College Day is April
25.
The film "Pon.rait of Maria"' is
playing at 6 p.m. April 17 and

;?,;;,.,,;,y

Chronkl, will
correct all errors occurring in its
news pages. Call 255-4086 if you
find an error.

Child-beauty
pageapt
dedicated to
murder victim
A beauty pagean1 in Colorado
1ha1 JonBene1 Ramsey won last
year was dedicated to the slain six•
year--0ld girl. It was the first event
by lhe organization America's
Royale Miss since her death.

Chronicle

IN IIIsTORY..•
19 years ago...

The state recently declined 10
raise tipped employees' base pay
from $4.25 an hoor 10$4.75 an hour
when the federal minimum wage
rose last year. Some legislatoo 3re
uying to force that again.
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Media forum to listen to native voices
First Amendment Forum will examine Native American's treatment by media
by Riley Worth
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

"Native Voices-Native Echoes" is the
theme for Friday's First Amendment

Forum sponsored by the Department of Mass
Communications.
SCSU
American
Indian Center and the Native American

Journalists Association.
The forum wil l examine American Indian
journalism as well as mainstream news

media coverage of Indian news ancl issues.
Topics will include access to infonnation,
preservation
of
American
Indian
traditions. stereotypi ng and journalistic

ho<spo<s.
lnterim Director of the American Indian
Center Nancy Harles said she is concerned
that due to slanted media coverage

and· television programming. people's views
on American Indians is incorrect.
"Native American Indians are caught in a
time frame," Harles said. "People still
think of Indians as they were in the early
days, the John Wayne type thing or
cowboys and Indians. They can't seem to get
past thaL"
Harles has been at the Indian Cen1er for
two years, but has been teaching American
Indian education for 15 years. She said many
children still think American Indians live in
teepees and ride hoi:ses.

Videotapes

'They get this picture from watching okl
movies," Harles said. 'There isn'.t really any
new movies ou1 10 depict any1hing different
so !hey watch the old movies, and tha1's
where they get their views from."
The forum will start at 8:30 am. with a
morning reception. All events will take place
in 1he Atwood Liule Thcaire. Paul DcMain.
editor or News from Indian Country, in
Hayward, Wis: will give a historical
perspective on American Indians tit led, ''The
Legacy of Inilian Journalism" starting at 9:20
a.m.
A panel discu~ioo at 10: IO a.m. entjtlcd
"Distinct People, Invisible Coverage," will
examine modem and historical._ American
Indian and mainstream journalism coverage
of American Indian news and issues.
Included on the panel will be Pat Doyle, a
reporter for the Minneapolis Sta r Tribime,
whose main job is to report on gambling
issues. Doyle also was a main contributor to
ariicles written on the Mille Lacs ireaty
dispute on hunting and fishing treaty rights.
" I lhink one issue that will come up is
whal's ii like to cover a challenging and
pecu liar beat, :;uch as to cover Native
American issues," Doyle said. "How does it
differ from covering Minneapolis city council
or the Minnesota Legislature'!'
Also scheduled to be pan or that panel are
DeMain, Ann Glumac, Gov. Ame Carlson's

PAGE 1

However,
the Minnesota devoid
of
the
necessary
Legisla1ure
tacked
on
a decoder needed 10 access closed
provision which makes it captions. Ascheman said no
mandatory to include closed or uniform melhod currently exis1s to
open captions on pre-recorded help professors know which
video tapes. This wen! in10 effect televisions are the newer ones with
August I , 1995.
decoders.
'This has caused some
This provision originally
applied to businesses, but has now embarrassmcn1," Ascheman said.
been in1erpre1ed to apply 10 'There were times when a
educational institutions, Loveland teacher had to rerum an old set and
search for a newer ITIOOel. I think all
said.
Senior Joe Ascheman, who is of the older TVs should be
deaf, said he has struggled with lhe discarded and newer ones
issue of non-closed captioned films purchased. This would resolve a
in class. He said he is happy wilh serious problem." •
Maribeth Overland, director of
the new ruling, bul still has
Student Disabilities Services, said
reservations.
"Interpreters
are
okay," she hails the new ruling as a step
Ascheman said. "However, I find it .forward for the deaf and hearing
difficult to try to watch a film impaired community.
while at the same time glancing at
"We are living in a time where
an in~erprcter for clarification. I equal access is very important,"
don't quite know what the Overland said. 'This is the
beginning of 1he larger objective
solution to the problem might be."
Another problem Ascheman which is insuring equal access in
ci1es is the number of an1iquated society for all of the so-called
television sets at SCSU which are disabkxl."

Kent Nerbum
liaison to Indian Affairs, Louise Mengelkoch,
a journalism professor at Bemidji State
University, and Mark Anthony Rolo, editor of
The Ci,rle, a newspaper from the American
lnoian perspective.
At I: 10 p.m. a feature panel will discuss
the role and responsibility of all news media
in coverage or issues such as Indian
education, preserva1ion of American Indian
language and k>rc, and slereotyping. ll will be
titled. 'The Elders are Watching."
Harles, who will be one of the panel
members. said she feels i1 is importanl to

have someone such as herself who is~ an
American Indian. on lhe panel.
" I bring a Native American perspective to
all the issues," Harles said ...If you got the
perspeclive from a non-Nalive American, i1
would be biased. My goal is to dispel the
stereotype 1ha1 the media seems to perpe1uate
in their writings on Na1ive AITICrican Indians.
They jus1 can'! seem to break the mold that
has been there for years and years."
Other aftemOOn panel members are Kent
Ne"rbum of Bemidji, and an author of Indian
lore, Andy Marlow, general manager for
KUOM-AM, at the University of Minnesota,
and Michael LeGarde, information specialist
for 1he Fond du Lac Reservation in 'Cloquet.
A town meeting workshop titled: ''Let us
·put our Minds Together" is scheduled from 3
10 4 p.m. The purpose of the moderator-led,
audience participation workshop is to take the
culmination of the day's events and work
toward developing six positive goals for both
the American Indian and the mainstream
journalism commuriities to accompl ish by the
year 2000. Marlow will be !he moderator for
this event.
The results will be communicated to the
national convention of NAJA in Minneapolis,
which wi ll take place this summer.
"All 's well that ends well" is the theme to
1he reception to close the day. The reception
is a1 the American Indian Center.

Huntingfor the prize

Julia htmonlPHOTO EDll'OR

St Cloud area children participate in the 22nd Annual Easter Egg Hunt held Saturday morning at
Riverside Park. The event was sponsored by KCLO -104.7 FM

Ivy League schools see decline in applications
College Press Service .
PHILADELPHIA - Fe_wer students applied
to the Ivy League this year, with every
instirution - except Columbia Universityreporting a decline in applications for the
class of 200 I •
•
Applications 10 Penn dropped 2.7
percent from last year's high of 15.nt, with
15,553 students seeking spots in the class of
2001.
But this is a minor decline compared to
those experienced by most of the Ivy
League.
Penn Admissions Dean Lee Stetson said
he was "encouraged" by the fact that decrease
was only minor - adding that applications
tend to fal l substantially when institutions are
plagued by crime problems like Penn
experienced !his year.

Meanwhile, applica1ions to Columbia
increased approximately 9 percent this year.
Columbia's Director'of Admissions Eric
Furda had noted in the past that 1he
admissions office is emphasizing the
university's location in New York City. He
speculated !hat more students are applying to
Columbia because they are attracled to its
wban environment. '
Brown received 14,84 1 applications this
year, down from 15,012 last year, according
to the university's admi$ions office. This
represents a decrease of abou1 I percen1,
which admissions offices called "negligible."
Cornell University's admissions office
estimated it received 19,800 applications, a 5
percent decrease from nearly 21,000 last year.
Cornell Admi$ions Dean Donald Saleh
said the university keeps a benchmark of
20,000 applications, which lends IO e1W.Jre a
solid pool. He noted the number of applicants

remained near the benchmark this year, and
said early indications are that the quality of
the applicant pool did not decline.
Approximately 10,700 students applied to
Dartmoulh College !his year, a 6 percent
decline from the 11,389 who applied last
yea,.
'"The decrease in applications represents a
minor market correction and is nothing
specific to Dartmouth," Dartmouth
Admissions Dean Karl Furstenberg said.
Furstenberg said students may have been
intimidated because elite institutions have
received record numbers of applications in
the past few years and, as a result, have
become increasingly selective.
Applications to Harvard Uni versi ty
decreased 8 percent from 18,183 for 1he
classof2000to 16,700 for2001.
But officials in the admissions office
noted this year's applicant pool is still the

third largest in Harvard's history, and that
applications increased 49 percent since 199 1.
Harvard admissions officials suggested
that applications to many top schools
declined this year because students are being
more realistic in evaluating !heir chances of
accept,nce.

The Princeton Universi1y admissions
office estima1ed i1 received 13,500
applica1ions, a 9 percent decrease from
last year's pool of ·approximately 15,000
applications.
Applications to Yale Universi1y also fe ll
- by 8 percent from 12,952 applicants for
the class of 2000 10 11,940 this year.
Yale admissions officers specu lated !hat
last year. when publisl\ed mean Scholastic
Aptitude Test statistics did not reflect the recentering of SAT scores, under qualified
students may have considered 1hemselves
competitive for admission 10 top schools.

Government
Committee reports:
President William Littlejohn,

sophomore,

announced

the

April 14 delegate assembly.

PAGE 1

the Student Government office.
Awards will be given out at
3 p.m. on May 7 in the Atwood
Little Theatre.
.
MSUSA Cultural Diversity

Arny Hanson, freshman, was

Representative

appointed

Aorence, freshman, announced
La Raza College Day is
April 25.
Campus Affairs senator Hanson
said conceptual changes of

Campus

Affairs

chairwoman. Amy Scotting,
freshman, is the new MSUSA
campus representative. "I am
excited about my position and

learned about the position
through a lobbying trip to
Washington. D.C.," Scotting
said.
Vice president Jeff Anderson,
junior,
announced
that

teacher appreciation award
applications can be picked up in

Chelsee

the student body constitution

will
be
discussed
on
Wednesday.
Cultural
Diversity
Chair
Stephanie English, freshman,
said the Min6rities Studies
Proiram will be having their..
annual awards banquet soon.

Fee Allocation chairwoman
Amy Nord, senior, will be
working on the new Athletic
Referendum. "We will start
writing policies. Please let me
know of any ideas," said Nord.
Legislatiye Affairs chairwoman
Lori Wellens, sophomore,
announced an 800 number will
be available for students to call
and voice their opin~ons to
senators.
, Student Services chairman Matt
Trombley, senior, is planning a
system for legal aid for students
and the budget for fee aJlocation
is being discussed.
Urban Affairs Chair Dominic
Nelson, sophomore, is working
on student discount cards which
:.Viii be free to all students and
recognize students spend a lot of
money in the community.

.,,.

··
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, . ON RlDGE-APARTMEN=P. ,
4-bedroom apartments
available with:
• Tuck-under parking
• Heat Paid
• Water Paid
• Tanning Bed
• 2 Full Baths
• Di.shwasher
• Microwave

Needed:
Advertising
Representatives
• Design and layout skills
• Communication skill&
• Quark experience
• Photoshop & Illustrator
experience a plus
• Marketing skills a plus
For more information or to apply,
stop by the University Chronicle at
SH. 13 or call Samara at 255-3943.

truill

PREGNANCY

TESTING.

"Diego Rivera"
6 p.m . Apr 3. 5: 8 p.m . Apr 4. 6

" Frieda Kahlo "
8 p .m. Apr 3. 6: 6 p.m . Apr 4. 5
Atwood Theater- Free Admittance with SCSU ID

VlSUAL ARCS
Robert Delutri
"Theoretical Aesthetics"
Ongoing from Mar 17-Apr 16
AMC Gallery

New gallery hours:
9 a . m.-7 p.m. Mon-Fri
Beginning Mar 25 .

r----------,
SPOCUGhC I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
L_

I
I
I
I
Open Mic Night
I
. 8 p.m . Apr 8
I
. AMC The Quarry _ _ .J
99¢

8p.m.Aprl
AMC The Quarry

With the Great Taste and inning Varieties
of the HOT POCKETS•, LEAN POCKETS•,
CROISSANT POCKETS• Brand Stuffed S;indwiches, and
HOT POCKErs· Brand Pizza Snacks

wesaay, ;;pm 1,

U!vlV/cl<Sll YLnrorucre

1/1/11

Area youth offers lesson in martial arts

rayt::,

Needed: Advertising Representatives
• Design and layout skills
• Quark experience
• Photcishop & Jllustrator experience a plus
For more information or to apply, stop by
the Chronicle at SH 13 or call 255-3943'.

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

TOWNHOMES
1812 16th St. S.E. 252-2633

Eight-year-old Tou Fue X
Hmong Night Friday in the

Premiere Student Housing
e+Heated Swimming Pool
e+ FREE Parking/Outlets
e+ Sand V9lleyball Court
e+ Heat and Water Paid
e+ Phone/Cable Each Bedroom
e+ Ceiling Fans In Every Bedroom
e+ Keyed Bedroom Locks
e+ Microwaves/Dishwashers

Information technology is an
important tool to realize many
straiegies, including enhanced
teaching and learning, easy

access

to services and
preparation of students for the
future.
University-external
relationships will be the key to
many aspirations. As a public
university, SCSU has the
responsibi lity to be a leading
force in intellectual, cultural and
economic development.
'"The themes arc made to give
the uni versity as a whole, a sense of

Call 252-2633

'~=
<J.,
~ ~ Olales

purpose and sense of direction,"
Grube said.
The next step is to translate the
them;s into an action plail.
·'We needed to make the themes
general so that all the different
aspects of the college could fit into
them," Grube said. ''This is a grass
roots plan that is broadly supJX)rted
by the university community. Each
individual department and some of
the separate colleges are now trying
to fit their action plans to our
overall action plans."
He added, "For it to mean
something, the plan has to have.
complete campus buy in."
Grube gives the committee a lot
of credit in the resllrrection of
themes for the college.
'The university had not had a
viable strategic plan (since the early
1980's), so this was not a
revamping of some old plan. This
was a creation of a new plan."

e+ Air Conditioning
e+ Large Storage Room
e+ Frost-free Refrigerators
e+ Laundry Faci'iities
e+ Vending Machines
e+ Campus Clipper & Metro Bus
e+ Individual Leases
~ Pleasant, Quiel Atmosphere

UtlilyShoru- $ J9. 99
KM !.hrts-$26.99
· Ga.lZCT""'- 71Ts~-$12.99 & UP

~ SIR<cll Bell Bottom Pns-$ 9. 99
AssatedHaltrTops-$2. 99 &. UP
Polte,terladie: ~.1rt em~s 1s. 99
.'· '

•
' •. ,

'·

'
..

..";' ·:r ;·; · . ·. Opt:n ~ dl!~.11 ~.eek ·: ~. ·,

603 Mat1 .GCrTnain • St. Cl~uCi' : 25 1-8962
Hours: Mon-Fri 9:30 a.m.-8 p.m.
S~n n?<'r.1:.5 p.~n

~at 10 ~- m~-? p.m.

~

ON CAMPUS
Keynote address for
National Women's History Month and
the Women's Health Issues series
Lisa Tiger
"'k/ltat
-""H'wtib,M•
00M, ~ b,
f/ou: 'JtlOlfWf
o,,J IIJ~S"
As the keynote speaker for National Women 's History Month and in
conjunction with SCSU's Health Fair, Lisa Tiger will give a
personal account of the challenges and realities of living with
HIV/AIDS as a Native American woman .

"We can't let AIDS make us the vanis"hillg Americans. Our Native
American population is less than two million nationwide. We do
not have the people to lose!' - - Lisa Tiger

April 2, 7 p.m., Ritsche Auditorium
Reception to follow keynote presentation
This presentation is proudly presented by the SCSU Women's Center, American
Indian Center, and 22 campus departments and organizations. :ll'"tc~,mr-~"'
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Four of St. Cloud's
amateur bands will battle
for a slot at. this year's
Mississippi Music Fest
and other Prizes

When: 8 p.m. Apr 2
Where: 'Ihe Quarry
AMC
Spon.wred hy the UPB Concert.,· Commi{{ee

PROFESSIONAL
MASTER PIERCER - JEFF

RISING PHOENIX
TATTOO STUDIO
16- 21stAvenveSovth
St.Cloud, Minnesota56301
For Appointment or Cottsu/tation

Ca/1320-255-7305 or 320-393-2654

But we 11ather at Newm an every Sun day anyway.

■I

M.-.ss : SATURDAY : S: JO P. M.
SUNDAY : 9 A. M,. 11 : 15 A.M . 8. 8 P.M

MASS 8. EVENTS INFOR M ,'.TION : 251-1261
OFFICE : 251 - 1260
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Freske becomes SCSU's ace
by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

Kyle Freske wanted to play
hockey for SCSU, but an injury
playing football led him to
become the # I singles and
doubles player o n the SCSU
meifs tennis team.
The injury ocurred in a high
school football · game. Freske
blew out his anterior cruciate
ligament, which stopped him
fro:m playi ng any collegiate
hockey.

"When I was itt high school,
I loved hockey," Freske said. "I
played on a Junior B league for
the fun of it, but I never had
surgery on my knee which
allowed me to play tennis."
In 1994, Freske transferred
from a private school out east,
Mount St. Mary. Due to NCAA
rules, he was declared ineligible
and had to sit out his first year at

scsu.

Last season, Frcske played
#3 si ngles for the Huskies
behiod #I singles player Jason
Muhl, senior, and #2 singles
Chris Slack, senior. This season,
Freske jumped in as the# I man.
"There is no reaJ competition
between us for the # I spot,"
Freske said. "We're all really
good friends and this year we aJI
just want to go out and win the
matches."
Freske said Muhl helped in
hi s decision to play tennis for

scsu.

Julio. PetersonlPHaro EDllOR
SCSU junior Kyle F~ske has stepped into the #1 spot for the
Huskies, and this year he hopes io bring an NCC tttle to SCSU.

" I met (Muhl) playing junior
tennis and he told me I should
play tennis here," Frcske said.
"I remembered him from
juniors," Muhl said. ' 'I used to
see him on campus a few years
ago before he transferred here.
We wo uld go out and hit a few

balls around and then a few
years later, he decided 10 join the
team."
Freske is paired with Slack
on the # I doubles team and
Freske said he and Slack have a
lot of fun playing together.
''When I play with Chris, we
both want to win, but We both
joke around and laugh out
there," Freske said. "Whenever
I'm playing singles, I usually
pull my hat down underneath
my eyes and I'm pretty mui::h in
my own little world out there."
Even though.freske is having
a successful season, he said hi s
knee still has prevented him
from having an even better
season.
" It affects me when I play
tennis," Freske said " I do a lot of
running to keep in s hape, but
when I' m playing, I can't move
around as well."
" It also affects me mentally,
in that I play a liule more careful
in a match than I normally
would." Freske said.
Individual success takes a
back seat to team success Freske
said, and the fact that he and the
Huskies are doing both this year,
makes his accomplishments that
much better.
"Our team goal was to go to
the regional tournament thi s
season," Freske said. ' We also
want to win the conference. We
won't accept second place ·this
year."
Muhl said Frcske is o ne o f
the most focused players on the
team.

" He's very responsible."
Muhl said. "He's very levelheaded off the court and does a
good job making s ure other
people are not acting like
idiots."

Cullen signs with the Mighty Ducks
Anaheim's second offer too good to pass up
by Rob LaP/ante

Moorhead. "Mentally, it i~ a relief
"I'm tremendously happy for
that it's over and now I'm feeling him," Leitza said. "Once he had
nothing but excitement."
turned down the first offer, I was
Matt Cullen 's dream has
The contract with Anaheim hoping that he didn ' t turn it down
finally come true.
also included an education clause, to come back, because you just
After rejecting the Mighty meaf!in g the rest of Cullen's don' t pass up something like
Ducks of Anaheim's inital . education will be paid for by the that."
Leitza said the absence of
contract offer a week
Mighty Ducks.
.
ago, the former SCSU
Cullen said the Cullen at center will put a lot of
decision to tum pro pressure on certain players next
hockey player signed .
was not hard, but the season.
his name on the dotted"Next year, someone will have
toughest decision was
line Saturday.
turning
his back on the to step up in (Cullen's) spot,"
Cullen signed a
"Lei!za said. "It will put a lot more
Huskies.
three-year deal worth
"It's hard to leave pressure on guys like myself and
$ 1.435 million. He
SCSU," Cullen said. (sophomore winger) Mark Parrish
also
received
a
"It 's a great place to to perform. All eyes will be on us
$310,000
signing
play hockey and it was to step it up next season."
bonus.
Cullen left Monday morning
really hard to say
Cu llen said the
goodbye."
for BaJtimore where he will begin
process has been CUu£N SIGNS SJ .435
Cullen's teammates playing Friday for the Baltimore
stressful and he was
MlllJON CONTRACT
said they were sad to Bandits of th~ American Hockey
glad ii is finaJly over.
see him go, but junior League.
"The negotiations
The Bandits have seven games
goaltender
Brian Leitza said he
were very long and tough," Cullen
remaining in the regular season,
said from his parents' home in backed his decision to tum pro.
SPORTS EDITOR

and Cullen will join the team in
time for their game Friday against
the St. John 's Maple Leafs.
Cullen said the move to the
next step will take time to adjust,
but he is looking forward and
ready for the chaJlenge.
"I guess it's like talc.ing any
other step up," he said. "I'm sure
the guys will be faster and
stronger, but it's just another level
up and I' m excited for the
challenge."
So far, Cullen has enjoyed
success at every level. He was
Moorhead's
leading
scorer
throughout high school, and in his
two seasons with the Huskies he
led the team in scoring.
"It was a tough decision and
hard to say no," Cullen said of the
offer. "You can only play hockey
for so many years, and the bottom
line was, this is a once in a
lifelime opponunity for me."
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Huskies
stay hot
by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

For the second weekend in a
row, the SCSU softball team
competed in South , Dakota's
DakotaDome, and fo r the second
weekend in a row, the Huskies
won three out of four games.
Last weekend, the Huskies'
(14-4) only loss came at the hands
of South Dakota State University.
This weekend, SCSU had a
chance to be redeemed in a
rematch-with the Jackrabbitts.
Once again, the outcome was
the same as SDSU won 4-2 in nine
innings.
"It was a disappointing loss,"
said SCSU head coach Sue
Becker. "We have nothing to hang
our heads about because SDSU is
a really good team." .
Freshman pitcher Karissa
Hoehn (8-2) pitched all nine
innings. Despite picking up the
loss, Hoehn struck out a career
high 18 batters.
Later that day, the Huskies
jumped all over Moorhead State
University for a 14- 1 win.
Freshman infielder Mary
Libbesmeier and sophomore
infielder Sarah Smith each
homered for SCSU and junior
infielder Monica Liggett was a
perfect three for three, scoring two
runs and driving in two.
"Our hitting really came
together this weekend," said
sophomore oufielder Alison
Huselid. ''The SDSU loss was
disappointing, but it was nice to
come home with 1hree wi ns."
Freshman
pitcher
Adria
Carlyon (5-2) pitched 3 2/3
shutout innings for the win.
Saturday, the Huskies blew a 30 lead, but still managed a 7-3 win
over the University of Mary.
The Huskies were led by junior
third baseman Jody Brueske, who
went three for four driving in two
runs.
Smith had two hits and Huselid
had two hits, while driving in two
runs.
"I really have a lol more depth
then a lot of teams," Becker said.
"Some offlhe players that don't
start fo r us would be starters on
any other team."
In SCSU 's final game, the
Huskies beat Wayne State 4-1
behind the solid pitching of
Carlyon.
Carlyon pitched a complete
game, allowing only four hits and
one run in seven innings pitched to
pick up her second win of the
weekend.
"Our pitching has been really
solid," Huselid said. 'They have a
really good defense behind them,
and right now they have
confidence in us and we have
confidence in them, which really
works well together."
Next up will be the University
of
Northern
Iowa
Dome
Tournament in Cedar Falls, Iowa.
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Women beat UMD 8-1 Men split
by Rob LaP/ante

Peterson played Well and Peterson has been
comi ng through for us all year."
Peterson won her match 6-2, 6-4 and
The SCSU women's tenni s team played a Rucdebusch won 6-1, 6-2.
The
only loss suffered came in the #6
near perfect game in their 8-1 pounding
the University of Minnesota-Duluth Friday singles match where SCSU freshman Jill
Taylor dropped a cl(lSC match 4-6, 5.7 to
at the National Tennis Center.
" I thought that was the best match we UMD's Karen Sowada.
played all year," said SCSU head coach • Taylo r and freshman Jen ni fe r Hulett
Lany Sundby. ··w e were pumped to beat pulled out their #3 doubles match 8·3.
Sundby said he was
UMD and things were
pleased wi th the way the
clicking all through the
lower
seeded
players
lineup."
performed, 1:specially the #5
The Huskies swept
singles
match
where
all
three
doubles
freshman Brianna Rupp won
matches and Sundby
in
three
sets,
4.6,
6-2,
6-4.
said
the
doubles
"(Rupp) played a great
tournament they were
ma1ch," Sundby said. "II was
in the weekend before
a really tough match, and
helped them against
after, she r~lly felt good
UMD.
about herself and I did too."
" Having the doubles
Larry Sundby
With the win, Cronick
last weekend really
WOMEN'S TENNIS COACH
said the young Huskies are
helped
us," Sundby
gaining more · and more
said. 'They pl,ayed
confidence .
better
and
the
''L think at the beginning
improvement
was
of the year we were all unsure o f ourselves
obvious."
Sophomore Susy Cronick, and freshman with all of the new players on the team,"
Karissa Egge. won their doubles match 84. Cronick said. "Now, we expect more from
Cronick and Egge also won their singles ourselves and we feel like we have the
ability to play with any team we 're up
matches.
;,.....:....,.;,_.i
Egge won her #2 singles match in a tic• against."
The Huskies (7•9 overall) wi ll next
1!'11-R.;errt breaker 7•6, 7•6. and Cronick defeated
UMD's # I singles player Michelle comJX:te Friday at I p.m. in Moorhead ,
Min n., agai nst Moorhead State University.
Dummonn 6-2, 6-4.
Shont A. OpaJ;/ASSJSTANT Pff(JfO £DfTOR
"We played Moorhead earlier this season
"We all went out there and had a good
SCSU freshman Danelle Peterson returns
and that was one of our wins," Sundby said.
the ball In Saturday's 8-1 win over UMD. time," Cron ick said . hl thought (sophomore "It's not an automatic, but I think we' ll win."
Sarah) Ruedebusch, and (freshman Danelle)
SPORTS EDITOR

or

I thought thm was
the best match we
played all year.

Peterson won her singles match S-.2, 6-4.

on road
by Rob Lal'lante
SPORTS EDfTOR

It was all or nothing for the
SCSU men's tennis team.
SCSU senior Chris Slack
captured the lone win against the
Bulldogs with a #2 singles victory
over UMD's Justin Siem in a 1·8
defeat.
"That was a big win fo r
(Slack)," said SCSU senior Jason
Muhl. "(S lack) and Siem have a
big rivalry and Siem was playing
really well, so it was nice to see
him pick up the win."
The Huskies were playing their
weekend matches without the
services of thei r head coach Jay
Sch lorf, who was in Florida over
the weekend.
Former SCSU singles player
Scott Larsen fill ed in as coach for
the weekend and Muhl said Larsen
did an excellent job.
"He did a really good job in
stepping in for Jay 's abscence,"
Muhl said.
The Huskies won 8·0 over St.
Scholastica and Muhl said lhe win
was nice, especially after a tough
loss.
"We just killed them," Muhl
said. 'They were pretty weak, but
we were able to work on some
new shots."

Did you know? Matt Cullen joins Bret Hedican and Len Esau as the three Husky hockey players to leave before their senior season.
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Send your opi n ion letters to the University Chronicle at SH 13 and Jet your voice be heard.

Come and join Health Services and S.H.A.P.E.S.
in the 9th Annual SCSU Health fair
·
Wednesday. APril 2nd
9 a.m. - 4 P.m. in the Atwood Ballroom.
free
• Blood Pressure Check
• Hearine Tests
• Vision Tests
• Heieht & Weieht Check
• Body Composition
• Health Evaluations
• Pens
• Door Prizes
• Stadium Cups for the first 250
• Aerobic Demonstrations

Get on the road to aood health!
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Culture shares heart ·a nd soul
Hmong Night showcases culture through varied presentations and performances
1bose in attendance were able to

Staff report
Hmong Night 1997, held Friday,
started

with

a

variety

of

performances by people from the
Twin Cities and SCSU - ranging
from native dances to presentations
of traditional Hmong music to a
demonstration

of the

Hmong

peoples' martial arts.

sample the country's cuisine with
the dinner prepared by SCSU's
Hmong Club.
Blia Y. Moua, a piyfossor at
Metro State. University, gave the
keynote address, followed by
several more performances and a
fashion show.

Lukas JohnsonlsrAFF PHaTOGRAPHE.R

Above left, Mai Lee Yang 01 St. Paul tock part in a traditional
dance at Hmong Night. The event started at 4:30 p.m. on Friday
and was held in the Atwoo<J Memorial Center Ballroom. At right,
Sao Xiong and Chue Moua perform with instruments called the
queej during Hmong,Night's performances.

Julia PetusonlPHuro wrroR

St. Paul artist combines two pastimes
Evening at
Halenbeck's north
pool to showcase
art and swimming
Story and photo by
Shane A. Opatz
ASSISTANT PHOTO EDITOR

Bring
towels
and
suit
up - everyone is invited to trip
through the spring air and
be part of a multi-media
swimming event inspired by
women, water and athletic
competition.
St. Paul artist Suzanne
Kosmalski wants to join together
members of the St. Cloud
community, as well as SCSU
f~culty and students at Halenbeck

Hall north pool for an interactive art
· performance at 7 p.m. on
April I.
"Have your swim suit on before
the performance starts,"
Kosmalski advised.
·According
to
Kosmalski, audience
members are welcome
to jump in the pool for
the last portion of
the program, which
Kosmalski labeled as
the video dive-in.
Through the use of
sound, video and
computer
text
generation, Kosmalski
will present a historic
overview of water
accomplishments through a multimedia art exhibit titled "Swimmers
and Lightness of Being."
ln addition to the interactive
pool performance, Kiehle Visual

Art Center GaJlery is home to more
of Kosmalski's work until April 4.
"She's not only drawing on a
number of mediums, but it's multi-

quite
unique,
said
Ted Sherrarts, art professor. "I look
forward to it with great
anticipation."
Kosmalski said she
drew her inspiration for
this project from water
accomplishments,
mythologicaJ
beginnings,
media
coverage of Olympic
events,
water and
athletic
endurance,
competition and women
swimming across the
English channel.
"I wanted to do a
piece and take it outside
of the gallery," said
Kosmalski.
"It's
interesting to bring art into the
sports arena."
According to Kosmalksi, the
pool perfonnance is beyond just
her. It is a way to bring students and

I wanted to do a piece and
take it outside of the gallery.
It's.fun to bring art into the
sports arena.
Suzanne Kosmalski
ARTIST
media and multi-discipline, using
video with sculpture, photographs,
dance
and
next
week
swimming - wow, she extends out
all over the place and it's really

facul ty together, by expanding their
expenence.
Members of the men's and
women'f swim team will also
participate
in
the
pool
performance
"I just thought it would be fun to
be a part of it," said sophomore
diver Jeremy Frye. "I thought it was
cool to incmporate swimming with
art."
Frye will perform dives in
Tuesday night's performance.
Kosmalski's
work
and
presentations
are
not
one-person show.
Professor of music Scott Miller
has collaborated with the artist in
her last two multi-media works and
will work on the musical
part or-this perfonnance.

Go TO POOL ART, PAGE 11 •
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Val's serves up quick, .cheap treat

~
by Jeff Dahler
STAFF WRITER

Are you looking for a fas1 and
cheapdiMer?
Val's Rapid Serve, localed at
628 St. Genna.in SI. E, is one of the
best-kepi secrets in St Cloud.
The take-ou1 burger shop has
been supplying East Side residenlS,
and other folks for well over 20
years.

mainstream fasl food restaurant,
and probably CIQSC to $.70 less an
order.

Price

Food Quality
Val's could be 1he most
inexpensive place to eat in town.
For $5 even I can get a filling meal,
and believe me that means
somethlng.
For the s1andard meal, two
burgers, large fries and soda. you
will spend no ·more than $3. Val's
docs not have a sandwich on the
menu costing more than $2, wilh
standard
' hamburgers,
cheeseburgers and french fries all
under a buck.
'
Val's french fries, which will be
discussed in some detail when I get
to food quality, should be world
famous. A large order of fries is at
lea.st twice the size of any other

-~~
"Where's the Beef?'' was the
mouo of a well-known commercial
lha1 took the world by s1onn in lhe
mid 1980s. It could have been used
for Val's restaurant.
1be burgers at Val's are not
the biggest, and someti mes
appear to be almos1 hidden in 1he
bun.
S1ill, they do taste like real
beef - not some soybean nightmare

I

or rubbery like at some other
fast food establishments 1ha1 shall
remain nameless.
However, the french fries al
Val's can make up for any
inadequacies. the sandwiches might
have.
I have already discussed 1he size
of an orderof lhese fries. Now let's
lalk taste.
For starters, Val's fries are
the perfec1 size - lhey are not cut
100 thick to where it feels like
you arc chewing on a whole
potato
when
you
are
eating
1hem.
They
are
also not too thin, like opening
up a can of shoe siring po1a10
snacks.
They are served. very hot (the
way God intended french

fries to be), and they are seasoned
with
the
most
beautifu l
cheese-salt, making ffiC think of
happier days when my life was not
as filled wilh responsibilities and
objectives.
Another plus to the Val's
dinning experi~nce is tha1 1he food
is cook fresh as you watch them
make iL
A
Believe me, as someone who
used to work at a fast -food
restaurant, it is good to see them
make your food.
O1herwise you can never
be I00 percenl sure of what
is really on a burger with the
works.
'

Copies Plus is on the lookout for - /

'• .

.};~;:·t\>::,.
,,

a Design Coordinator. YOU may
be just the person we're looking for if you possess the fo llowing skills: &~-------?:>
• Design and layout
• Marketing
• Computer
• Leadership
Programs
• Personal
(e.g. Quark, Ofoto)
Communications

Cop ie s Plus
Include resume and
cover letter
I p.m. April 21

SUMMER
RENTALS
4 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Classic 500, River Ridi!:e
Come visit our table on Apri l 2nd at Atwood Center from
10 to 2. Interviews will be held at the table in Atwood.
(Crested But!e Mountain R~sort 970/349-23 12)

~

~

CIIITll llm

C l 11111 1

Bridgeview South an3
Bridgeview West
Prices from

$9swil~11 !e1 so
amenities
you expect.

College Assistance Now...
PILLAR

our and two bedroom apartments for
fall, winter, spring and summer quarters.

All units include:
• Off-street parking
• Phone & TV jacks

...Job Skills For Tomorrow.
lf)Ul'rekxikingforrelppa)ingforrulegeexpenses,COOSKlerlhebenefilsoljaninglhe
Minnestta Army NatKlnal Guard For just a few days a month and a few weeks a~. you can earn
up10$Z7,COOincollegeassistance.
That's not all. You11 receio.-etraining in oneol lXldifferem job skills that you can use in a civilian
career after )'00 graduate. Maire the decisioo that pays olf t<Xlay aoo tomorrow. CALL NOW:
MINNESOTA

320-255-2908 or 320-25 5-4238

lfm

:• ~!f:
c~i:~rne
Paid heat and water

• Mini-blinds
• Air conditioning

: ~~~ier
• Microwaves

Single Summer rt•ntals S100

12 month leases for four bedroom apts.
.
$18o'month

can for a showing! Tom 253-1898 or Paul 2s2-1e1

Goro VAL'S, PAGE 11 •
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Puerto
Bienvenida

and

Rico
Matias,

fi lm maker,

contri buted

a

native
video

has

his

also
skills

toward the production of the
perfonnance.

fun? (It is) hopefully a little of

both. Things (start) deep,
genninating (and) leading to other
things," KosmaJski said.

Kosmalski's next show, titled
"The Memory Theater," is ·

received · her
is a graduate

scheduled fo r the Orpheum
Theater, St. Paul in 1998._

of the University of Minnesota
with
a
bachelor's
and
master's degree in fine arts.

The
interactive
an
presentation, "Swimmers and
lightness of Being" is scheduled
for 7 p.m, on Tuesday, April 1, at
the Halenbeck Hall rwrth pool
Those attending are invited to
wear bathing suits and take part in

Kosmalski
trai ning and

In addition to her artistic

endeavors, she is a program
director for lntermedia Arts in

Minneapolis.
is

"I don't know what to expect,
this art or is thjs

:;rkviie:ls!iv;~indis:Z:tf~s~!!
KVAC Gallery until April 4.

Suzanne Kosmalski, an artist living and working in St Paul,
discusses the upcoming artistic per1ormance with diver
Jeremy Frye, a sophomore, at last week's receptions in Kiehle
Visual Art Center's Gallery.

Val.'s

PAGE10

Convenience

I~~~

Going somewhere? Get your passpo
Call 255-4

r-----------,

I
k:land Tan:
~i~·!enie: i!~ vr1~rog;:;~ i:: I
customers three food ordering I
options.
The first is the traditional walk- I£
.'£:~=== 8- Traver :
up-to-the-counter-and-order
technique. Obviously, Val's did not I
I
10 Tanning Sessions
create a ground-breaking system
that will shake the entire fast-food I
$16.99
+
tax
I
industry on this one. However, if
there is already someone ordering I or 1 month unlimited 22.99 + tax
I
when you walk into Val's, there is a
Limit one per customer.
~~~~:=rated ordering system I
I
Expires Ap ril 14, 1997
The customer can simply walk I
Mastercard • Discover • Visa accepted
I
up to the computer, pick up a
Germain• Downtown St.
(Across from
phone, place his or her order, and in 1 712
L ___________
.JI
Like any fast food restaurant,

Mall

a few minutes the food is ready.
The third, and probably most
convenient ordering option is the
telephone. Val's gets extremely
busy during the lunch and supper
hours. Customers can call in their
order from home or car phone and it
will be ready for them when they
get there.
This service can be utilized at
any time of the day and is ideal for
individuals on break from work or
· the extremely impatient. VaJ 's can
be reached at 251-5775.

Cloud

253-7202

Men's hai r cuts and all body
perms 1/2 price with Steph ,
Jen, or Cyntia through April

~~
~,aJ
T»-1 HJT

13~R 1
4i!

Overall

~~

Bec_ause it is a restaurant that
serves the traditional fast food ·
menu a person could be risking
some internaJ plumbing problems,
but those problems can usually be
corrected with a ·couple trips to the
rest room.
One negative to VaJ's is that it
only serves food to go. This is not
much of a problem if it is a nice day
out because you can eat anywhere
you want. But if it is raining or in
the middle of the winter, you have
to eat in your car or take the food
home. In Val's defense, it does not
take a genius to see they do not
offer a dine-in option. If that is what
the customer is looking for, there
are other options. The bottom line is
that if you are looking for a good
fast food meal at an inexpensive
price, VaJ's is a good place to visit.

McAudy's)

Men's Styled
Hair Cuts $1 O

'

At ca.,,,,,,,yB,;-

REsa.HtcE5. you can 0ive the
gift of life and eam money
to pay for your
memories of sprif'l(J break.
Thousands of
people just like you rely on
plasma prodix:ts to live
healthy r.onnal lives. Your
donation 1s so l!'ll}Ortant to

• ~ £&1;~ others. you are COl'f1)ensat• ~ ~ \3)" ed for your time.
Plasma donations .are c~lete!y safe & easy. You can
use this time to study. relax..or rernetwer i:he good ttmes
with yoor friends on Sprif'l(J Break '97.
For more !nfonrution or to 5Chedule
an appointment call 259-6300

Community Bio-Resources
2019
Mon.- Thurs.
Fri.
Sat.

Stearns. Way.
6 a.m. - 6JO p.m.
6 a.m. - 4 p.m.
8 a.m. - 1 p.m.

S[ CLOUD TECHNICAL

COLLEGE
Never Stop

Learning.
For cai·eer information call (320) 654-5089
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PHILADELPHIA DAILY NEWS

?tiladelphia
USA

Mcveigh trial
will further
inflame nation's
fear of militias
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The blast that shattered the Oklahoma City federal building
April 19, J.995, killed 168 people, 19 of them children, and

injured 500 more. But the bombing's damage went farther.
It dealt a near fatal blow to the United States' sense of safety.
Terrorisin of the most violent kind is now a stark reality within
the nation's borders.
The trial of Timothy James McVeigh, who is accused of
planting and setting off the Oklahoma bomb and faces the death
penalty, began Monday in Denver. Stories leading up to the trial
describe the accused bomber as hateful, paranoid,
uncommunicative, racist and - perhaps most importantly unable to single-handedly mastennind such a devastating attack. '
McVeigh's possible connection to militias, which may have
been the guiding force behind the bombing, in addition to other
militia activities, has forcibly demonstrated that militias can Ix: a
clear and present danger to the nation.
·
Extremist groups come in many different varieties. "Patriot"
groups such as the Common Law Court fight against the United
States legal system and the government itself, often by filing
bogus lawsuits.
The Aryan Nation fights for white supremacy, anti-Semitism
and the extennination of races not fitting their ideals. They
model their beliefs after those of Adolf Hitler.
There are others. Special Forces Underground. Northern
Hammer Skins. U.S. Taxpayers Party.
Some groups engage in "paper terrorism;" their weapons are
words. Others aren't satisfied with that. Some stockpile guns,
missiles and bombs that could easily overwhelm many police
forces.
There are inaccurate stereotypes associated with mi Litias,
however. Many people picture militias holed up in compounds
in places like Montana and Colorado.
That isn't always the case. The groups named _above aren't in
Montana. They are no more than 70 miles away, in and around
the Twin Cities. ,
And while Minnesota militia groups may not be planning
another Oklahoma City-style bombing, it makes one wonder if
any place in the United States is truly safe.
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Cult stranger than fiction
Once again, truth has
proven to be stranger than

they kept it to themselves.

UFO coming to save them,

fiction, this ~e i~ Ranc?o •
Santa Fe, Califorrua. Thirty-

There was the Heaven's

The cult -members also

Gate web page that told of

packed suilcases. This is

e

probably not for another
planet.

rune members of.3 c.ult killed

the coming UFO, but people more evidem~e to me that
who dealt with the cult in
these people were logical,
business said that they had to because they planned
pry this kind of
everything out. I guess they
,th·nformation out of
assumed that if you' re going
believed was
~ .:,_
em.
on a trip you need clean
traveling behind the
, .. ~ '.\
Perhaps the
underwear, even if you no
comet Hale-Bopp.
"""'
strangest thing
~~nger have a body to put it
Th I d f th
about this is not the
e ea er O . e
members of the
Though this incident in
cult had been liymg ;.
.
group thought there Rancho Santa Fe is srrange
to convmce people
··· ·· · ·· · was a UFO waiting and the reasoning behind it
for the past few decades th at
for them but rather what the almost comical, it is still a
: UFO w~com~ng someday cult me~bers had in their ·
tragedy. For the sake of the
0 save us om atan.
pockets. They had their
:,i cult members, I hope their
lb.is UFO theory sounds
passports, driver 's licenses, a souls are in a better place, as
like something out of the X$5 bill and
"
they hoped they
Files or a David Lynch furn.
some quarters.
would be. I
However, people who knew
wonder
feel
very sad
1
members of the cult claim
what they
for their
they were normal, despite
thought they
/ guess they
families to have
their matching clothes and
would need
assumed that
lost loved ones
crew cuts. These "normal"
th thi
,
• , -m such an
people somehow decided to
fo~eDo ~~~
you re g mng on a unusual
believe in a very bizarre idea need a driver's
trip you need manner.
:/~out seeing the absurdity
license to coclean underwear, However, I
·pilot a UFO?
even, tif.you no am most
Usually, when we hear
Does a U.S.
saddened by
about cults, members are
passport work
longer have a the idea that
people who are gullible and
in alien
b d t
it
people who
lonely. Since the members
territory at the
O !Y O
011. were described
of the cult in Rancho Santa
intergalactic
as being logical
Fe were described as
customs desk? Do you need gave their lives based on
intelligent and happy, I don't change for parking meters in something so unlikely and
understand bow they were
space?
unreasonable. This tragedy
able to believe in something
They thought these were
and its circumstances are
so strange.
logical items to bring. They
beyond anything
Though they obviously
were lo . al 'f they ere
Shakespeare or even David
strongly believed in the
going tf'.:;,o~er cou:try, but Lynch could have written.
themselves by drinking a
mIXiure of v~•- drugs and
app esauce so etr
::!~~ut1i,~1:i,ey
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Violence against
women must be
addressed
GUFSf FssAY
Al.Ex HENRY

The opinions expressed on this page
do not necessarily represent the views
of University Cbrontcle.

l1NIVl!RSL7Y
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Univers;Jy Chronick encourages all n.=aders lO share their thoughts:
All letters must include a phone number and signature. In addition, for students: Name, year

Letter in school and major. For faculty and staff: Position and department. For those outside SCSU:
. Name and city of residence. Please keep letters less than 350 words. We reserve the right to
P0 Iicy
edit for grammar, syntax. and length. Handwritten letters wiU not be accepted.

Send leners to University Chronicle, 13 Stewart Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498 ore-mail
them to: chronicle@tigger.stcloud.msus.edu, Call 255-4086 if you ~ave any questions.

Verner article misleading

BY

I would like to thank Andrea Dworkin, one of the most
popular feminist authors in the country, for coming on campus
Friday, March 21 and giving us a marvelous speech on
women's issues. Although her speech was powerful and very
interesting, I was nonetheless a little disapointed because her
speech was not what I expected.
To me, it seems that she was more focused on her work and
the obstacles she had to face as a female author writing on
feminist issues, rather than the issues themselves. When I made
the decision to go and listen to her, I was expecting to learn
more about the issues themselves, like hearing some statistics
or facts about rape or pornography. I wanted to hear some new
ideas about how we can stop, or reduce, violence against
women.
The last part of her presentation interest~ me the most
During the question and answer period students were able to
talk and share their opinions and experiences with the rest of the
audience. Those who shared ideas and feelings were students,
some of whom I may have shared classes with. I thought this
was very interesting, because it made everybody realize that
violence can happen to anyone at any ·time. 1Violence against
women can occur close to us, and there is no excuse to let that
happen.
Something that really made me think was when it was
mentioned that the administration does not deny that sexual
violence happens on our campus. I realized some people take
sexual assault awareness seriously on our campus. However,
reporting facts is an easy thing to do. Where are the actions?
There are some classes, seminars, meetings and
organiz.ations, but I have never really heard anything about
them, just their existence. The only people who really hear
about these organiz.ations are women who are suffering from
their past experiences, or people who are already in these
organiz.ations and groups.
Where is the public speaking on this issue? Why does the
infonnation not spread out of the groups' boundaries? The only
time it actually does is during the orientation meeting we have
at the beginning of our first quarter at SCSU. To my
knowledge, the people involved with speaking about our
international studies program are not asked by instructors give
presentations. They ask professors if they can speak in their
classes. Studying abroad is a wonderful opportunity, but
certainly not a personal safety issue. Why do groups on campus
wait to be asked to speak or to do something while the statistics
increase?

This letter is in response to the article in the productive, but the fact ren:iains that some
March 25 University Chronicle in which SCSU women· of color have utilized Women's Center
feminists are accused of threatening,
services, attended programs and served on
reprimanding and intimidating women of color committees. Also, the Women's Center
and others for bringing Brenda Verner to .
constantly reviews its programs, services,
campus. There are a number of accusations in · networks and activities in order to ensure that
the article that must be addressed and
· diversity continues as a Women's Center
corrected.
priority.
For the record, I did not decline to answer
Another impC>rtant issue is the accusation
specific questions from Mr. Muhammad Karim that the Women's Center developed a forum in
about the letter Brenda Verner sent to
order to divert attention away from Africana
University Chronicle. I did urge University
Womanism. A post-speaker discussion session
Chronicle to print the letter as she requested; as was organized precisely because we wanted to
a letter to the editor. When told by Mr. Karim
focus attention on the viewpoints of Verner. In
that her letter was too long, I encouraged him
addition, there is a history of organizing postto allow Verner to resubmit the letter based on
speaker discussions on nationally known
Chronicle guidelines.
speakers, for example Susan Faludi and Lisa
The article also states that students have
Jones. For clarification, the Verner session was
been threatened, reprimanded and intimidated
co-spoI)SOred by the Women's Cultural
for bringing Brenda Verner to campus. I know Diversity Retreat and Planning Committee, the
of no student who has been threatened or
Affinnative Action Office and MiQority
intimidated for supporting Verner. This is a
Student Programs.
very serious charge. lf threats and intimidation
I believe the African Womanism article
have occurred, the students affected need to
grossly misrepresented a number of facts about
report the incidents to the appropriate campus
the SCSU feminists and the Women 's Center.
support people.
The Women's Center remains committed to the
Criticism about the Women's Center's
goals of inclusiveness, diversity and coalition
inability to serve women of color needs to be
building at SCSU.
addressed'. The Women 's Center has
developed programs, initiated dialogue and
Jane Olsen
made efforts to operate within a framework of
Director
diversity. Center staff acknowledge that all of
Women's Center
these efforts may not be ideal or the most

Women's Center dedicated
to building alliances

For the past three years it
has been my privilege to
provide administrative and
programming support for the
SCSU Women's Center.
I have never worked with
such dedicated, exceptional
leaders as Jane Olsen and Lee
La Due, and our incredibly
It is obvious that we have a lack of information and action.
talented staff of students.
When the Huskies play a game, the whole campus knows about Therefore, I was quite
it. When they win, the whole campus is happy and we feel like
dismayed by the negative
it is a victory for everyone. When a group that deals with issues . comments made toward the
such as violence against women starts to fight or have
Women's Center regarding
something to say, not everybody hears about it. When the fight
Brenda Vemer's speech on
is actually a victory, only a small group is there to celebrate.
Africana Womanism, which I
When you mention the issue, the only reaction you get is
believe were based on
something like: "It's too bad this happens", or ''I'm glad it
inaccurate infonnation.
wasn't my girlfriend."
Ironically, the same day the
article ran in the paper stating
Violence against women is a very serious issue, and I think
that, according to a graduate
that it's high time we did something about it.
student in another department,
the Women's Center is not
• Alex Henry is a sophomore French international student
responsive to the needs of
majoring in aviation.
African American women or

other women of color, Jane
Olsen was representing the
Women's Center as host of an
all clay MnSCU Women's
Diversity conference that was
attended by representatives
from throughout the state.
Contrary to the tone of the
article, women of color work
at the Center and utilize our
services.
Furthermore, Brenda
Vemer's visit was announced
at our staff meeting and
because we wanted to support
her visit we sent e-mail to
faculty and staff encouraging
their participation.
Women's Center staff pride
themselves iri working to
empower all woinen and
educate our community. Last
year, we had over 10,000
contacts through our
programs, support groups and

client services, and the
program evaluations have
been overwhelmingly positive.
Additionally our director has
spent colf)tless hours writing
grants and implementing the
Women's Cultural Diversity
Retreat and Planning
Committee to bridge alliances
among women of color and
European American women.
The Women's Center
mission to "promote women
and respond to issues affecting
women on campus and in the
larger society" is alive and
well at SCSU! I invite the
SCSU community to visit the
center ancVor attend one of our
programs to experience the
excellent services we provide.
Pat Thielman
Office Manager
Women's Center
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Housing
1, 2AND 3-BDRM. APTS.
$285-$375. Three month summer
lease. l ocated on Campus Clipper
bus route. Michigan Place
Apartments. 654-8300.
1, 2, 3 AND 4-BDRM. APTS.

Great amenities, close in location.
Riverside, 251-8284, 251-9418.
1, 2, 3 AND 4-BDRM. APTS.
Summer discounted rents, June,·
July and August. $260-$375. Low
security depost 654-8300.
1 AND ONLY PLACE TO RENT
for fall 1997. $185/month. Includes
heat, water, garbage and basic
cable. Under new management.

Close to campus. limited access
building. High Point Apartments.
259-9673.
1-BDRM. APT.
$260/month. June, July and August.
SE side, parf<ing, laundry. Call
Sharon, 654-8300.
1-BDRM. APT AVAILABLE NOW.
$380/month. Heat, water, gart>age,
parking included. Located on
campus bus line. 654-8300.
$$$1-4-BDRM. APTS.
and efficiencies. $199-$260. Offstreet par1<ing, $15. 259-4841.

1 OR 2-BDRM. APT.
available now. $420-$4851month.
Heat includes. On-site laundry,

located oo campus bus line. 654-

IJ390· .

?\f\ .:.-~

uu~- .

V.:

Out the Perks
at Campus Place
Apartments .

Now Renting
3 and 4 BRM Apts.
Within Walking DistallC'C to
Campus

AmenltiH Include:
• Free off-street parking .
• Free $50 gift certificate
from Coboms
• Free heat, water, and
garbage
• Free storage garage for
bikes

2-BDRM. APT. •S4901MONTH.
Heat water, garbage included, onsite laundry., located on bus line.
654-8300.
2-BDRM. APTS.
$280-$325.
Summer
lease.
Volleyball · court, picn~ tables, onsite laundry. Call today, limited
availability. 654-6300.

3-BDRM. APT.
1 or 2 bath. $360-$375. June, July
and August. A.G., on-srte ~undry.

654-8300.

3 MONTH SUMMER LEASE.
$115/month, June-August. NC,

DW., microwave, mini-blinds. High
Pcint Apartments. 259-9673.

$ 199 per person on 4 BRM 's
$249 per pcrroo on 3 BRM 's
Also Renting for Summer
Starting at $125 per person

BALCONIES FOR SUMMER!

$290-$325. June, July and August.
On-site laundry, bus line. 654-8300.
BEACHWOOD.
One-bdrm. apts. near d.t. and
Cobom's. Twelve month leases
beginning €11 or 9/t. $3tD-$360.
Heat pa~. Dan, 255-9163.
BENTONWOOD.
3115 and 4/t. One and two-bdrm.
apts. SE St. Cloud, jnct. hwy. 10 and
23. Dan, 255-9163.

97-98 SCHOOL'YEAR.
Houses, apt. houses and apt.
buildings.
Responsible
and
respectful young adults Wanted.
Dan, 255-9163.

BENTONWOOD.
Two-bdrm. apts. SE St Cloud on
bus line. $375-$400, twelve month
lease. $425-$450, nine month
lease. Jnct Hwy. 10 and 23. Dan,
255-9163.

$185/MONTH • FALL '97.
Single room in al 4-bdrm. apt.
Includes heat, water, garbage. Basic
cable included also'!! Cal today •
259-9673.
$29MlONTH, SUMMER,
two-bdrm. apts., University and
Southview,
large
bedrooms,
reasonable rates for fall. Heat paid.
R~erside Property, 251-8284, 2519418.
·$300/MONTH-4-BDRM. APT.
Large apartment close to campus.
Three month summer lease. Close
to campus. 654-8300.

ALL YOUR HOUSING NEEDS:
251-1814.

Othl'r Amtntties Include:

AVAILABLE SUMMER AND
fall. Private rooms and four-bdnn.
apts., heat paid, dishwasher, micro.,
AIC., campus close. 251-6005.

4-BDRM. APT./$295/MONl)t
June, July and August. Basic cable
included, microwave, DW, AC, mini-blinds. High Point Apartments, 2599673.
'

Heat, free par1<ing. Dan, 255-9163.

·

Deadline: Noon, Tuesday, for the Friday edition; Noon, Friday, for the Tuesday edition.

Prices: Five (5) words per line: $L Six (6) words constitutes two lines, c,oscing $2. Prices .·are per issue.
Classifieds will not be accepted over the phone unless you have a standing account
with University Chronicle.
·
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the door.
All cl assified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit exists.
Notices are free and run on a space available basis.
f:or more information, contact Jill Otto, Cl assifieds manager, at 255-4086 or 255-2164,
during nonnal business hours.
·

2-BDRM. 0 $275/MONTH.
AVAILABLE:
Efficiencies/studio/single rooms.
campus, on-site laundry. 654-8300. . ?:~~-Campus Management, 251-

2-BDRM. APTS.
Close to SCSU, two, three, four
persons. Heat paid. Riverside
Property, 251-8284, 251-9418.

AMENmES PLUS.
University North, two, three and
four-bdrm., decks, heat paid,
dishwashers, AJC, one and a haH
baths. Riverside Property, 2518284, 251-9418.
APTS.
Room and efficiencies. Summer,
$99 per month, fall, starting at $169
per month. Three and four-bdrm.
avai~ble. Select Properties, 2531154. Sign nc,w and save.
ATTRACTIVE FOUR-BDRM.
apts. Eight locations, close to
SCSU, heat paid, dishwashers,
garages, Excel Prop. Mgmt. 251:

6005.
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Policies:

3 month summer lease. Close to

710APTS.
Two-bdrm., $450. Three-bdrm.,

• On site laundry
• Controlled entries
• Dishwashers, microwaves.
AIC. and mini-blinds

252-2000

1 STOP SHOPPING.
Variety of apartments. 1-4-bdrm.
Close to campus, bus line, parking,
on-site laLindry. Gall Sharon, 6548300.

$600. Nine month leases. 8 ectric

• Free study room on our 3

bedroom apurtments
• Garages and tuck under
avai lable

Classifieds

BRIDGEPORT.
Three-four-bdrm. near Halerbeck.
Two
showers,
dishwashers,
microwaves, security. Heat paid.
Results, 253-0910.
CAMPUS EAST.
Large four-bdrms. with two full
baths. Extra storage. Dishwashers,
garages, security. Heat paid.
Results, 253-0910.
CEDAR SQUARE EAST.
Special: one month free. One-bdrm.

$390, tw~rm. $410-$445. Lots ot
amenities including pool. On dipper
bus line. 251-3617.
CHARLAMAINE APT'S.
1997 summer's best choice. Across
lrom SCSU! Attractive, dean, quiet,
smoke-free, well cared for building
with classic design. New unrt and
common area carpet. Practical price
and more perks like sun decks,
whirlpool spa, reserved heated
parking, dishwasher, microwaves.
Summer rentals include garage or
reserve parking spot. (limited
number of garages for summer
special). Tour us b/4 u make your
~ ! Cat 240-0234 to take a look.
CHECKITOl/T!I
Nice properties, great locations. 4,
5, 6 avenues, one block to ca"l)US.
Newly remodeled. EFFICIENCY, 12
month, $345/mo. TWO-BDRM.
APTS., 12 month, $275 each. Fall
$315 each, summer $155 each
THREE-BDRM. APTS. 12 month,
$225 each. Fall $255 each, summer
$135 each. ROOMING HOUSE.
Nine-bdrms, ten people. 12 month
$215, fan $245, summer $125. Star

Properties. Phone 267-3291 or 2551274, Greg.
COLLEGEVIEW.
Four-bdrm: near Hockey Center.
Heat paid, $199 fall, $109 summer,
dishwashers. 251-8284, 251-9418.
COLLEGIATEVIEW.
Two-bdrm. apts. $450. 8 ectric Heal
Spacious, -near Hockey Center.
Dan, 255-9163.

CONVENIENT HOUSES,
close to SCSU and downtown,
locked bdrms., heat paid, spacious.
R~erside Property. 251·8284, 2519418.
DOWNTOWN SUBLEASE
for sunmer efficiency w/bath. Quiet
nice. Darin, 203-0806.
EFACIENCIES
and one-bdrm. apts., close to
downtown and SCSU. Many extras.
Riverside Property, 251-8284, 251 9418.
FEMALES:

Private rooms in two and threebdrm. apts. for summer and fall
Utilities paid, ~undry, par1<ing, clean,
qu~t. 253-045 t.

s~~~~~

:;~~~-and

downtown parf<ing. 251-4ro5.
FOR RENT;
Nice four-bdrm. home available
Sept. 1997. can Rick Theisen at
250-2264 or 253-7373.
FOUR-BDRM APTS.
in newer bldgs. Heat paid,
dishwasher, micro., AIC, cafl'l)US
close, Excel Prop. Mgmt. 251-6005.
FOUR-BDRM. APTS.:
Summer, $125/lall, $218. Cal today,
251-1814.

FOUR-BDRM.,
close to campus. Microwave, NC,
laundry facilities, garages and
parking available. $110 summer,
$220 fan. 253-1320.
GARAGE AVAIL

t:16~0

~~~ 2

_Summer, fall.

HALENBECK APTS.
Prtvate rooms in large two bath apts.
Still have fall openings. No roomies?
We specialize in matching people
that don't have group of four. 2590977.

HIGH POINT APARTMENTS.
Under new mgmt., dishwasher,
microwave, large rooms, NC,
miniblinds. Fall rate-$185/person.
Summer rate-$115/peraon. Includes
heat, water and garbage. 259-9673.
HOT SUMMER DEALS.
One-bdrm., $275/m:; two-bdrm.,
$150/m.. three-l>drm .. $109/m. and
four-bdrm., $99/m. 253-1154.
HOUSE FOR RENT.
Located on 5th Ave .. near SCSU. to
bdrrns-three bathrooms, off-street
par1<ing, al util~es irduded. Cal
240-3554.
HOUSES, APT. HOUSES,

~:~ ' : ~~~.
255-9163.
HOUSES.
Great locations, qualrty living. 7bdrm.-13-bdrm.
Heat
paid,
responsible and respectful yoong
a<iJ!s. Dan, 255-9163.
LANCASTER PLACE.
Luxury off-caff!)US iving starting at
an afforoable price, $210/person.
Spacious two and tf)ree-bdrm. apts.,

• 4 bedroom apts.
• 8 campus locations
• 1V & phone jacks .
111
EXCEL Property all bdrms.
Miwit. Inc.
• X-tra large ba1hrooms

FINEST IN
AFFORDABLE
STUDENT
HOUSING
Now leasing
4 bedroom and
studio apartments
or summer and fall.

Call 251-6005

w/2shovvers
• Laurdy

faclrties

• Parking, carports,
garbages

• Dishwashers
• Microwaves, & more
NOW LEASING!
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Summertime
...
and the living is easy

TWO, THREE ANO FOUR-BDRM.
apts. for summer only. 259-9434.

fisheries, parks, resorts.
Airfare! Food/lodging! Get all
the options. can (919) 9187767, ext.A191/;.

••
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GOOD
WEEKLY ·
INCOME

WINDSOR WEST.
Four-bdrm. units and bi-levels. Two
at these fine locations:
ALASKA SUMMER
full baths. Dishwashers, micros,
University North Apts.
Fishing
327 S. Seventh Ave.
processing mail for
security. Heat paid. Results, 253· ·employment.
industry. Learn how students
0910.
national ·company! Free
Metroview Apts.
310 S. Eighth Ave.
can earn up to $2850/mo. +
supplies, postage! No
benefits
(room
and
board).
Collegeview Apts.
1450 S. Fifth Ave.
I. selling! Bonuses! S:a:1
Call Alaska Information
ir'l)mediat•ly! Genuine
Southview Apts.
523 S. 12th St.
Attention
Servioes: (206) !171-3514
opportunity! Au.hSAS.E.:
ext.
A56815.
University Apts.
339 S. Sixth Ave.
APRIL 6TH.
V KC, SUITE .174
Motorcycle show and swap meet,
Westview Apts.
720 S. Seventh Ave.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING.
1861 N-PEDERAL Blff
Halenbec!k Hall. New and used Earn to $2000+/mo. plus
ROL:.TIIOOD,1/'L' 33020
Air Cond., Decks, Dishwashers, Microwaves
parts, leather goods and repair, free world travel (Europe,
_jewelry, !•shirts. $4 admission.
Not available at all locations
Caribbean, etc.). No exp.
necessa,y. Room,lloald. Ring (919) nurses, travel guides, lifeguards and
9P,
,(pto;r
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
other positions available al ~N
918-7767, ext. C199.
·
Grants, scholarships, aid available
camps for children and adults with
disabilities. Contact: MN Camps,
Riverside Real Estate
1, 2, 3&4
EXTRA INCOME FOR '97.
Earn $500-$1000 weekly stuffing 10509 108th Sf. NW, Annandale,
251-9418 or 251-8284
br. apts.
info.: (BOO) 243-2435.
envelopes. For details, rush $1 with MN 55302. (BOO) 450-lJ:l76 ext. 10.
EOE.
SASE to: Group Five, 6547 N
COMPUTER JOB SEARCH.
Academy Blvd. Dept. N, Colorado
modem light oak cabinets, window
free info., call (320) 654-8514 ext. Springs, Co. 80918.
ROOMMATE NEEDED
WORKERS NEEDED
furnishings, dishwashers, controlled to share three-bdrm. house with two 113.
for Minnesota Elks Youth Camp,
entries, attractive grounds, laundry mature students on east side.
HELP
WANTED.
oo each floor, garages and plug-ins Utilities paid. Free laundry. $240/mo.
FREE T-SHIRT + $1000.
$175Jweek avg. to start. Part-time, !:io~~available. 252-2000.
202-9598.
Credit card fund raisers for flexible schedule. (Have fun while !fegualds, cratt specialist, na_turalisl,
fraternities, sororitiEts and groups. you work). Call 2;1()-2345.
nurse, and kitchen assistants.
LARGE SINGLE ROOM
ROOMS FOR MALE STUDENTS. Arr/ campus organiz_ation can ra!se
Positioos start June 11 and end
with private bathroom and NC for Summer rates $99/month. Also up 10 $1000 by earning a whopping
August 10. Good pay, plus room and
HELP WANTED.
the older student. Utiltties included. seven rooms available for fall. All $5/VISA applicatoo. Call (BOO) 932·
Men/women earn $460 weekly board. Call (507) 373-6002 for
706 61h Ave. S. 252-9226.
utilities paid. Four blks. to SCSU. 0528 ext. 65. Qualified callers assembling cirtuit boards/electrooic application and infonnatioo.
call 251-5246 atter 4 p.m.
recewe FREE T-SHIRT.
components at home. Experience
LARG E, TW0,80RM. APT.
unnecessary, will train. Immediate
Free off-street parking, laundry,
ROOMS OPENING IN APRIL
GOVT FORECLOSED HOMES
l'or Sale
microwave, newly remodeled, near Also for fall and summer. Eight- from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax, openings your local area. Call (520)
Halenbeck Hall. Summer rate-$250, bdrm. house, close to SCSU. $1 15- repo's, reo's.. Your area. Toll free 68(H891 ext C200.
1991 FORD PROBE.
fall-$480. can Glen, 251-0029. 11no summer, $230-$250-fall. Rent (BOO) 218-9000 Ext. H-3883 for
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING.
85 K, sporty, great condition. As~ng
answer, leave message.
includes water, heat, electric and current listings.
Plus forests, beach resorts, $5500. 743-4434.
cable. Call 253-0094. Huny!
ranches, rafting companies. Up to
M&MSUITES.
RESUMES/COVER LETTERS.
$12/hour. Nation-wide openings.
FOR SALE:
One room efficiencies available for
SINGLES.
Professional. 240-2355.
Call (919) 918-7767 extR199.
Two antique sty1e beer lights. $75
summer and fan. NC, utilities and M'F, available immedi~tety. $169 ~r
each or best offer. Call for info., 202·
expanded cable included. Mature, month. Select PIOf)ertles, 253·1154.
SEIZED CARS FROM $175.
SCSU OUTINGS CENTER
1913.
quiet dientele. 259-9434.
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys, is now hirinq their surrmer staff.
BMWs, Corvettes. Also Jeeps, Applicants must love the outdoors
SOUTHVIEW APTS.,
VARIOUS ARl'. SUPPLIES.
MALE SUBLEASER NEEDED.
two 0rge bdrms., close to SCSU, 4WO's. Your area. Toll free (BOO)
Good location. Cost negotiable. cheap summer and fall rates. 218-9000 Ext A-3883 for current and be knowledgeable in various Great condition! AM'ays nice to have
outdoor actMties. Training begins extras around. Ginger, 251-7988.
Sco~ .(612) 86q-~.
Riverside Property, 251-8284, 251· listings.
th~ spring. App~ in Atwood 110
9418.
office.
METROVIEW APTS.,
TOM'S BARBERSHOP.
two and three-bdrms., close to
Personals
Two barbers, all cuts, walk-ins. 251·
ST. CLOUD HOSPITAL
scsu, decl<s, dishwashers. Heat Four-bdrm. STATEVIEW.
units on campus. Two 7270, 9 Wilson SE. Special on has a valiety of part-time positions
paid, NC, securify, garages, micros. showers, dishwashers, microwaves,
CHRIST ANO SATAN
Weds.
for
ROTC
and
Guard
that
may
work
with
your
school
Rwerside Property, 251-8284, 251· security. Heat paid. Results, 253Headquarters and all other students, schedule. For more information, are REAL! Take time today to
9418.
0910.
$5. All other weekdays, $6.
view our job posting in the Student admire God's beautiful creation and
Employment Office in the
NORTH CAMPUS.
SUBLEASE SPRING QUARTER.
WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHY.
Administration
Bldg.
#101.
Three-four-bdrms. with decks, close Single bdrms. in houses/apts. Dan,
Specializing in candids before, Afternoon/evening and weekend all. Then you will know the truth:~
to campus. Garages, security, 255-9163.
; ·. '
during
and
after
the
ceremonY.,
positions:
unit
support
and the truth will set yoU free.
dishwashers, micros. Heat paid.
Professional and courteous, will housekeeping (cleaning), patient
Results, 253-0910.
JESUS ANO SATAN
,
SUBLET SPECIALS.
work with you to dete_rmi_n~ a • scheduling associate (x-ray dept.),
Three and four-bdrm. units dose to shooting schedule that will fit into health
unit
coordinator are pretend. The biblical JesUs
OLYMPIC II.
. SCSU. D"11washers, micros and your wedding day plans. Ve,y (transclibing), f!m associate (x-ray Christ is an infinite torturer and
Three-four-bdrms. near Hockey heat paid. Results Property reasonable packages. For more dept.) and dining assistant thereby an infinite terrorist. Jesus
infomiatioo, call 654-8501.
(cashiering/stocking). Nights and Christ is Satan. Those who threaten
0n~fj :a:~~~~:~~~~:ic~: Management, 253-0910.
others with torture ,are terrorists. If
weekend positions: patient care you do not think that ~ arguments
security, garages and ports. Heat
SUMM ER & FALL
WHAT
IF
l'M
PREGNANT!?
extender
I, (ETC Admissionsl and
paid. Results, 253-0910.
'97·98 school year. Two, four and For help and hope, call: St Cloud patient care ass~tants (CNA . We against the existence of God are
five-bdrm. apts. $235-$279. Call Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24 hr. seek responsible individuals who logical~ unassailable, then 1) you
ONE ANO TW0,80RM. APTS.
259-9283, 252-6697.
hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St. have worked in culturally diverse have never read them, 2) you do not
Available summer and fall. Great
Germain St., Suite 205, St. Cloud.
environments. EOE-drug/alcohol understand what is meant by the
summer discounts. Call Apartment
very definition of God being se~TW0,80RM. APTS.
WILL 00 TYPING
screen. Smoke-free environment.
Finders, 259-4040.
contradictory, 3) .you do not
Nice, newer two-bdrm. apts. by
understand what a contradictioo is
Halenbeck Hall. 251-8941.
in my home. Call evenings after 5:30
SUMMER OPPORTUNITY.
ONE-BDRM. APT. IN A HOUSE
p.m. Ask for Marilyn or leave a Perfect summer job-beautiful setting :~ its si~~=:;d 4) ~ i :
available 6-1-97. Private bathroom
TWO-BDRM. APTS,
message. Low rates. 240-1 140.
on large, clear Maine lake, caring argumentation. Logically test
and kitchen. No pets. 253-5340.
summer.
Three-bdrm.
apts.,
and energetic peers, teaching your everything. Atheism is true.
summer and fall. Allan, 251-1010 or
skill and you save money. Gan you
PRIVATE ROOMS
. 253-3488.
Employment
teach any of the following-tennis,
in four-bdrm. apts. close to campus
TO J/S PRETEND:
archery, nature, video, riflery, Logic never proves anything unless
for summer and fall. Includes heat,
TWO-BDRM.
$1,000'S POSSIBLE
windsurfing, canoeing, sailing, a logical argument's premises are
dishwasher, microwavf:!, NC, mini- in 4-plex by Halenbeck Hall.
reading
books.
Part
lime.
At
home.
basketball,
ceramics,
woodwork,
blinds, laundry. Yearly rates Summernall. Call 251·8941.
assumed true. No arguments for or
Toll free, (BOO) 218-9000 ext. R· swimming (WSI or lifeguard)? Age against God's existence have
available. Campus Quarters, 575
3883 for listings.
20+. Transportation provided. 6122- unassailable premises, as we have
7th St. S. 252-9226.
TWO OR THREE-BDRM. APT.
8/21. Call camp ~nnebago, (BOO) no method for confirming or denying
in a house. Sept. through May. · . , $1,000'S POSSIBLE
932-1646 or (703) 437-0808 orwnte definitions of God. Therefore, your
PRIVATE ROOMS
Private bathroom and kifchen.
in four-bdrm. apts. Heat paid,. well Laundry, parking, no pets. 253· typing. Part time. At home. Toll free 1606 Washington Plaza, Reston, VA personal belief in atheism's truth
(800) 218-9000 Ext. T-3883 for 20190;
e-mail
address: derived through your acceptance of
maintained btdgs., eight locations, 5340.
listings.
PhilCWHV@aol.com.
Website· a particular set of logical premises
close to campus, dishwashers,
httpJ/www.oentoon.com/parking, 0und,y, Exoe Prop. Mgmt.
demonstrates faith; not unlike the
TWO ROOMS AVAILABLE
$1500
WEEKLY
POTENTIAL
251-6005.
faith of those religions you find so
in four-bdrm. apts. Located across mailing our circulars. For info. call Winnebago.
irrational and contemptible. Logic is
from Halenbeck Hall. Female, rent (301) 429-1326.
UNIQUE
SUMMER
JOBS
RAVINE APTS.
only the beginning of wisdom.
$199, spring quarter, heat paid,
in beaut!ul MN. Spend 4-13 weeks Atheism is ?????
Call 253-7116.
whilpoo, deposit $250. Call 240ALASKA EMPLOYMENT.
in the "Land of 10,000 Lakes." Earn
0234.
Earn to $31J00.$6000+/mo. in sala,y plus roomboald. Counselors,
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"Great bonuses; great people!
Whether you work full-time or
part-time, Meyer Telemarketing is
the place to be."

Tuesday, April 1, 1997

